
Product Overview:
                               Steve Vandemon’s V-Tape is a stable adhesive backed crepe tape especially
designed for the flame master ( Steve Vandemon’s) demands on tape. With this tape you can create
the inner flame curve to less than a ten cent piece, the tape is repositionable several times without
compromising the adhesive. Comes in one width 1/16” with those tight curves in mind, excellent
for all r/c paintjobs. 
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This is our Hot Rod proto-type on a colour-
bond sign blank that is 2.500mm long x
600mm high. The background has been
undercoated in a grey mix of Auto-Borne 
sealer black and white, then we have used 
straight sealer black and white to do a 
simple stone effect. Dried overnight and 
with proper pre-work it is now ready for any
masking we can through at it. Autoborne
Sealer is undercoat which can take solvents
as well as Wicked Colors & Auto-Air Colors.
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 The design selected here could only be freehand
layed out with V-Tape due to many tight curves
which is right at home with this tape.
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MEGASTORE  The graphic is now visible and shows why the
V-Tape is so valuable. We have then chased the
whole design again with 3M Green Masking Tape
with an overlap of 50% to stop paint creep. 
Then Automask Tape was used to back mask the 
whole background ready for paint.
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The Graphics have now been painted with Wicked 
Colors straight from the bottle with a .1mm
mini-jet and .5mm airbrush. I must say if your not
using Wicked Colors then you don’t know what your
missing out on. These paints are for everything
from T-Shirts, Canvas, Wood, Ceramics, Skate Decks,
Helmets, Automotive, Leather, Shoes, Fibreglass.. more. 
The paint atomizes the same as solvent base coats
with a fine dot pattern, has no working windows so
you can clearcoat with two pack for Automotive
whenever you are finished, you can even come back 
to your project weeks later and keep applying paint 
without delimitation. It’s non-toxic and safe to use, 
cleans up with water, what more can you possibly want.
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 The lost soles gives this image a foreground
effect that the eye will zoom in on first. Using any
of Artool’s Stencils will take your graphics to a new
dimension that was easy to acheive, yet onlookers
will think it was some what more difficult. That 
alone allows you to get more pay dirt for your work.

Your able to use v-tape on nearly any hard
non porose surface like this surfboard.
Being of small width it is excellent for
curves such as flames like this surfboard.
After mapping out your artwork you will
need to back mask with another masking
system. I used 3m Green Automotive
Masking Tape ( Quality breeds quality ).
I used 1/4" first half on the v-tape to bridge
the edge from bleeding and then used
3m 3/4" Green Automotive Masking Tape.
Not one bleed thru on the entire project,
that’s why use quality tapes... Saves $$$$$ 

 Just to give this one a little extra go we have
added Artools lost soles, simply spray thru the 
stencil masking up unwanted areas. We have used
Wicked Violet toned down with Wicked White to
give us a magenta colour to suit the warm colours
used in this graphic.

 The first colour was applied Wicked Colors Red,
we have then back masked it with Automask and
here showing is the second colour Wicked
Orange. Wicked gives you very good coverage
with a fine dot pattern that produces low paint
build, essential for quality work.
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Finished Result,
clean crisp lines,
or pinstripe it !
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Ready For ANY Two Pack Clear
Wicked

Steven 0419 806599
info@airbrushmegastore.com.au

Surfboard Project
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